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In this thesis, the efficiency of fan pad system which is one of the greenhouse cooling system was observed in Isparta region and the results was listed as graphics.

Temperatures can easily exceed 40 °C hot region greenhouses during the summer if they are not equipped with cooling systems. Such high temperatures reduce crop quality and worker productivity. Evaporative cooling is the most common method for reducing the temperature inside a greenhouse. While temperature of cool climatic regions increase until 30-33 °C inside of greenhouse temperature is more than outside during summer periods. Temperature of greenhouse cooling as 10-12 °C by fan pad system because of summer temperature in cool climatic region is lower than hot climatic regions. By this process, production can be kept on in greenhouse in summer period due to decreasing of greenhouse temperature under the outside air temperature.

Therefore, as a results of the study, effective cooling was determined by using fan pad system established greenhouse in Isparta region.
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